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previously translated my written remarks into Braille. The ex 
perience of hearing my words relayed in Dutch and watching them 
read in Braille was almost enough to make me forget at times the 
substance of what I had planned to say.

Unfortunately there was a certain sadness at this time in the 
Society due to the passing on the eighth of August of one of its 
founders, Herman Gerard Engeltjes. Since Mrs. Allen and I 
were staying in nearby Rotterdam during our visit in Holland, we 
were able to come back to The Hague for the funeral service of 
Mr. Engeltjes two days later on the twelfth. The Rev. Frank 
Rose came over from Colchester and he and the Rev. J. D. Odhner 
jointly conducted the service.

Communication directly with the group can be made through 
Mr. D. Lupker, Frederik Hendrikplein 43, The Hague, Holland. 
Representatives in the United States are Mr. Hugh Gyllenhaal 
and Mr. E. D. Hyatt.

E. F. A.

E D IT O R IA L  N O TES

In this issue there is the seventh and final lecture of a series by 
Bishop George de Charms. These talks were originally prepared 
for the Educational Council of the General Church and were de
livered during its 1963 meetings.

The first six of these lectures dealt specifically with matters 
drawn directly from the philosophical works, especially the Prin
cipia. They also included various interpretative comments by 
Bishop de Charms as well as some from studies by others— espe
cially by members of the teaching staff of the Academy of the 
New Church who were active during the first half of this century. 
Several of our readers have reacted in different ways to these 
lectures, especially with regard to the interpretative remarks. 
This is as it should be. This is evidence that the subject treated 
is a penetrating one going beyond the plain indications of our 
sources of knowledge, whether revelation, philosophy, science, or 
the authority of scholars. The subject treated is a challenge to 
our scholarship. It is also a challenge to our prejudices and our 
beliefs. In fact, it is a challenge to us to discover the difference 
between prejudice and belief, and it is a further challenge to deter
mine the basis in each case for prejudice and belief.
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I want to thank Bishop de Charms for permission to publish 
these talks. I think the careful reader will see in his remarks the 
interweaving of the effects of revelation, of philosophy, and of 
science. The knowledges from which we act in life on every plane, 
whether it be scientific, moral, social, or spiritual, are drawn from 
and stimulated by all of the several sensations or appearances 
which come to each of us from revelation, philosophy, or science, 
and also from the interpretative productions of others. W e do not 
(because we cannot) isolate our own source of knowledge in a 
unique manner; that is, we cannot take it as coming from revela
tion, or from science, etc., even if we are specialists of the most 
extreme sort.

The seventh de Charms lecture, presented in this issue, is of a 
different sort from the other six. It is general, searching, and 
suggestive, rather than specific. It asks many more questions by 
implication than it attempts to answer. It will suggest to the 
careful reader many topics for research. The S.S.A. Board has 
agreed to have a number of reprints of this lecture struck off, and 
I or likewise alternately the Treasurer Mr. Boyd Asplundh, would 
be glad to receive suggestions from readers as to names of persons 
who might be interested in receiving a copy.

By coincidence the Rev. Alfred Acton II has recently given a 
talk to the Academy Schools on the subject treated of in the sev
enth lecture above, and it was suggested to me that it would be 
useful to offer it to our readers. I am happy to do so.

Partly as a token of appreciation for Bishop de Charms’ series, 
the Philosophical Notes in the last two issues have been devoted to 
the subject of motion and activity in creation. These notes have 
merely introduced the wide variety of topics that are mentioned. 
A  significant feature of Swedenborg’s cosmology is that it depends 
as much upon motion and activity as it does upon substance and 
form. In fact these latter two depend upon motion and activity. 
This is a wonderful topic for study.

And speaking of activity in creation, I am impressed with the 
dichotomy that scholars have imposed upon philosophy in consid
ering the kind of activity in creation that is represented by physics
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and the kind that is represented by thought: the cosmological ver
sus the epistemological, the sensual versus the reasonable, the 
manner in which we come to know through the senses versus the 
manner by which we picture things and think about them.

Some philosophies have accepted the idea that the dichotomy 
defines an antithesis. Such philosophies are essentially monistic 
whether they are naturalistic or idealistic. But pluralistic philoso
phies, and Swedenborg’s philosophy is of this kind, accept the 
reality of both the natural and the spiritual. Each philosophy, 
whether it is monistic or dualistic or pluralistic, has its burdens. 
Descartes with his dualism is much better known than is Sweden
borg. Those of us who are interested in the study of the kind of 
things for which the New P hilosophy is supported are chal
lenged in an age when the difficulties of Cartesian dualism are 
much better known among scholars than are the difficulties of the 
many forms of monism prominent in the world.

The temper, the beliefs and the prejudices of our time are op
posed to our interests. A  good dose of the history of thought 
reaching far back in time, coupled with an imaginative viewing of 
the possibilities now being generated by science, can encourage an 
open view that might very well release us from the restricting 
dogmas of the past, largely originating in religions, and those of 
the present originating in science.

All kinds of people are talking now about all kinds of “ explo
sions.”  But metaphors can be downright misleading as means of 
instruction. They can lead to marvelous short cuts among those 
who already know. They can be witty relaxations substituting 
for dry rehash of what has already been said. Nowhere does a 
metaphor mislead more than in the term “ explosion of knowl
edge.”  It is true there has been a piling up— one might even be 
tempted to say a “ stockpiling”— but that is not the really distin
guishing feature of recent science. Its distinguishing feature is 
that its knowledges are different in kind. This is not an explosion, 
it is something quite different.

The knowledges resulting in physics illustrate this point as well 
as any. The multiplicity of knowledges arising from the increased 
use of microscopes and telescopes and other aids to the human 
senses clearly do represent a kind of explosion— as do the ex
tended multiplicity of thought processes in mathematics and the 
interesting restudies of events and personalities of the past “ in the
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light of modern points of view” and of large cooperative efforts 
by study groups supported by national and private foundations. 
But the kind of things arising in electronic, atomic, molecular, and 
nuclear studies, not to mention “ radiative” phenomena not only in 
electromagnetism but in gravitation, are fundamentally different in 
kind. Science has not merely grown. It is now concerned with 
things either denied or unknown in 1900.

PH ILO SO PH ICAL NOTES

Early Twentieth Century Activity in the Atom. Since 1900 it 
has become increasingly apparent that the particles of nature not 
only have a considerable activity but they also have an internal 
structure which consists of various states which can change rapidly 
from one to the other. The motion or activity referred to is 
beyond that ordinarily referred to as thermal.

Strangely, the study of motion in the atom has been ahead of 
that of motion in the molecule— strange because the molecule is 
a larger object and closer to the portal of the submicroscopic world. 
But the origin of the study of atomic activity was in the effort to 
explain the optical spectra of atoms.

What were these specific motions? At the turn of the century 
they took place in what is now called the Thomson atom, named 
after Sir J. J. Thomson. Thomson pictured the atom as consist
ing of a sphere of positive electricity in which were imbedded what 
he called “ the corpuscles”— now of course called electrons. Some 
people disrespectfully, and I might add ignorantly, called this the 
raisin pudding theory. I say “ ignorantly” because a model con
sisting of raisins in a pudding completely fails to convey any idea 
of something capable of the kind of activity that must exist to 
produce the phenomena one obtains when experimenting with 
atoms.

When I took physics back in the twenties, Thomson’s expression 
was still in use, that “ the electrons are quasi-elastically bound” in 
a positive sphere of electricity. This use of quasi, that is “ as if,”  
is a sophisticated way of saying not very much. The power of 
this expression, enhanced as it is by the sphere of history, is not 
in what it does say but in what it may be trying to say.
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